We present the design and implementation of Arachne, a threads system that can be interfaced with a communications library for multi-threaded distributed computations. In particular, Arachne supports thread migration between heterogeneous platforms, with dynamic stack size management and recursive thread functions. Arachne is e cient, exible and portable | it is based entirely on C and C++.
Introduction
Threads enable cheap and highly e ective forms of concurrency in software executions. They may be viewed as mini-processes|each equipped with only with a program counter and a stack|that are not directly associated with page tables, le descriptors, signals and timers. All control information required for a thread's management (i.e., id, arguments, program counter, stack pointer) is kept in a thread control area (TCA) within the thread. The cost of creating a user-space thread is small: the initialization of space, control information, and the invocation of an associated thread function. Many threads may run within a single process and share its CPU time-slice.
In systems that support threads, concurrency can be had through the creation of two or more communicating threads. Despite programming complexities induced by concurrency, it is our experience that the potential bene ts of threads-based concurrency amply justify the extra care required in their use. Programming di culties stem mainly from data sharing, race conditions, and the need for data protection. Our motivation for designing and building threads systems lies in their ability to deliver requisite functionality and performance in di erent applications. In particular, we have signi cant experience with the use of threads in distributed simulations 13, 10, 16] and network protocols 6, 5, 7] . Within the class of discrete-event simulation paradigms, for example, it is generally accepted that process-oriented simulations (e.g., CSIM 23] , Si 20] ) o er the simplest programming model 1], and are surprisingly easy to construct using threads 22] . Indeed, users need never know that powerful application-level constructs, provided in a domain-layer above a simulator kernel, are actually implemented in terms of threads.
On large distributed-memory systems, multi-threading o ers untold promise. Some inkling of this potential can be found in 14] , where four diverse applications are presented in the context of the Ariadne threads system 15]. While Ariadne supports threads on shared-memory, and|with the help of communication libraries|also on distributed-memory machines (e.g., Intel Paragon, workstation clusters), its threads can only migrate between homogeneous platforms. The examples provided in 14] include adaptive quadrature for numerical integration and a parallel quicksort on shared-memory, and a linear solver based on SOR (successive over-relaxation) and a particle physics application on distributed-memory. The examples in 14] show how threads support, and in particular thread migration, enables a simpler distributed programming model than the standard single-threaded model with send and receive primitives.
In the general case, there are many questions yet to be dealt with, particularly in regard to the semantics of threads-based messaging 4, 7] and the structure of computations with distributed communicating threads. Regardless of how these questions are eventually addressed, there are two factors that signi cantly impact upon the runtime performance of large systems of distributed threads: load-imbalance and non-local data access. If processors operate on unequal loads, e ciency falls; if threads make frequent and repeated accesses to non-local data, messaging overhead rises. Both lead to an execution-time increase and poor performance. The question then is how should we develop a framework that supports functionality for balancing loads and curtailing remote-data accesses?
A simple solution to the above problem is to exploit the fact that a distributed system can be implemented with threads that are free to migrate (i.e., move their data and computation state) from one processor to another. As shown in Figure 1 , a distributed computation can be viewed in terms of threads that operate on objects. Threads from highly loaded processors may migrate to processors with less load. Though, in general, this is best done under the supervision of an appropriate load-balancing algorithm, there are situations where such algorithms may not be necessary. For example, on shared-memory multiprocessors, Ariadne 15, 14] sees balanced loads as a direct result of placing runnable threads in a shared queue.
To appreciate the utility of thread migration, consider a distributed (discrete-event) simulation application, for example, a large queuing system. Such a system may be used as a modeling abstraction of a telecommunication system. If the queuing system's Facility objects (a Facility contains a \server" and physical space for holding queued \customers") are distributed across processors, then distinct customers (threads) may access distinct facilities concurrently. When a customer thread, hosted by a given process, invokes a reserve(F) primitive|to request service from a server|on a facility F that happens to be located within the same process, the thread accesses a local object. If F turns out to be a proxy for a facility object that is hosted by another process, 1 then the thread must access a remote host. Such an access is e ected by transparently migrating the requesting thread to the remote host. At the receiving end, the remote host places the migrant thread in a simulation calendar and uses an appropriate distributed simulation protocol to decide when the thread should run. The thread may or may not return to its sending host, depending on simulation logic. Observe that the migration activity takes place within a domainlevel reserve() primitive, obviating the need for user-speci ed send and receive calls. Thus, thread migration gives the user a powerful abstraction that enhances distributed application development.
In general, if threads on one processor require frequent access to objects on remote processors, these threads may migrate to processors hosting their respective objects, so that subsequent data accesses become local. By invoking a migration primitive on host A, a thread suspends its own execution on A and transfers to host B. Once there, it resumes execution starting with the instruction immediately following the call to migrate. With appropriate layering and support for locating objects 15, 13] , thread migration can be made transparent to end-users. We have successfully adopted this approach in the ParaSol parallel simulation system 13, 10, 16], which exploits optimistic and adaptive simulation protocols.
In this e ort, we focus on the design of a threads system that supports thread migration on 1 The other process may be running on the same processor or on a remote machine. In either case we call the access a remote access, since it involves crossing a process boundary. heterogeneous networked machines. On networks of homogeneous machines 15, 11, 2] thread contexts and stacks are well-de ned across process boundaries and thus, in such environments, e cient migration is hinged upon conventional context and stack manipulation. On networks of heterogeneous machines, however, contexts and stacks are meaningless across architectures. Because of this, the formidable problems of context and stack translation make thread migration on heterogeneous systems a real challenge. To accommodate heterogeneity, we take a transformationoriented approach that both builds upon and removes a limitation of our earlier work, namely the Ythreads 21] system. In Ythreads, each thread is allowed to perform thread operations (creation, changing priority, yielding, etc.) only within the base thread function associated with the thread. Our current design in Arachne removes this limitation and, in addition, extends the scope of support by providing an interface to di erent communication libraries.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present some background on work in this area and the origins of our design. Section 3 contains some basics on Arachne's functionality, and Section 4 presents details on the code transformations performed by our preprocessor. Details on the runtime system are given in Section 5, and Section 6 addresses di culties that a designer faces in providing heterogeneous migration. In this section we also present design solutions that we chose for Arachne, based on the discussion in Sections 4 and 5. We present some performance results in Section 7, and conclude in Section 8.
Related Work
There are two basic types of threads systems: user-space threads and kernel-space threads. While kernel-space threads are fully managed by the operating system (OS) kernel, user-space threads are managed (i.e., created, scheduled, destroyed) without OS intervention. Therefore, the management of user-space threads is considerably cheaper than the management of kernel-space threads, both in terms of time as well as system resources. Because of the lack of direct OS support, however, user-space threads exhibit some limitations. For example, user-space threads cannot be scheduled by the OS scheduler, though they may be scheduled (i.e., time-sliced, preempted) by a user-level threads scheduler 15, 14] that is not recognized by the OS. If a user-space thread blocks on a system call, the process that hosts this thread must also block. At the time a user-space thread is created, a limit must be provided for its stack size. In general, user-space threads systems are runtime-only, and implement context-switch actions by using either assembly code 19] or C-library setjmp() and longjmp() primitives 15, 8] . Very few user-space systems support thread migration. Those that do (e.g., 2, 15, 19] ) invariably impose some restrictions and, in particular, o er threads that can migrate only between machines of the same type. In general, the Ariadne system 15, 14] is the least restrictive system in this class, and even provides support for time-slicing and user-de ned scheduling.
Systems that support thread migration do so by using context-switching functionality: a running thread suspends execution, its stack is copied to a thread-template on a remote machine, the thread is recreated on the remote machine, and the newly created thread resumes execution when allowed to proceed. On the receiving machine, the new thread resumes computation at the statement following its request to migrate. A typical restriction seen in systems belonging to this class is a hard limit|which must be speci ed at the time of a thread's creation|on a thread's stack size. This restriction either severely curtails the number of nested function calls that a thread can invoke or leads to ine cient memory usage.
Ythreads
On networks of heterogeneous machines, di erences in hardware, software and operating systems severely complicate the migration approach taken by runtime-only systems. In one machine's view, the stack of a thread operating on a di erent type of machine is meaningless. Help is required in interpreting such a stack|at the very least, information on the type of the various data contained in the stack. Because transforming stacks at runtime is prohibitively complicated, our prior work, viz. the Ythreads system, advocated a solution based on the use of a preprocessor for an existing language 21]. With such a setup, the user writes programs in that language, preprocesses the code, and compiles with a conventional compiler. Though Ythreads provides for heterogeneous thread migration, it is limited in that thread primitives can only be invoked in top-level thread functions. They cannot be invoked in nested functions.
Emerald
A somewhat similar e ort has been reported in 24] , where a group of researchers rewrote an existing Emerald compiler in a way that enables heterogeneous thread migration. 2 This compiler examines the source code and inserts appropriate instructions immediately before migration requests. These instructions encode and pack a function's state. Thus threads and objects can freely migrate between the four platforms supported by Emerald: Sun 3, Sun SPARC, VAX, and HP. While this approach is powerful, it has its disadvantages. First, there is the need for application development in the Emerald language, and continued compiler development for the support of di erent machine architectures; the di erent compilers will need maintenance and support. Adding a fth architecture to the list of supported platforms will require porting the entire compiler. Also, there are practical problems related to integrating Emerald threads and objects with software that already relies on some threads library. Finally, there is the important issue of performance. It was found that the compiler developed in the project 24] took 60% longer to migrate and subsequently invoke a function than the Emerald compiler that supports only homogeneous thread migration 9].
SimCal
The idea behind our design, especially the use of a code preprocessor, has its origins in work done by Malloy and So a 12]. By augmenting Pascal with certain Simula control structures, the authors de ned a language called SimCal. They were not interested in thread systems or thread migration, but wanted to add retentive control capabilities to Pascal. In their system, as well as in ours, a preprocessor reads all user les and produces output conforming strictly to an existing programming language. The primary task of the preprocessor is to preserve the state of thread functions (the values of their local variables and the point reached in execution) in such a way that these thread functions can be restarted at a later time by an appropriate scheduling mechanism.
The Arachne System
Arachne provides complete support for heterogeneous thread migration, building upon the Ythreads work 21]. But there is one restriction: all points where a thread may be suspended must be known at the time of compilation. This is because our preprocessor must insert special code at these points for preserving thread state prior to suspension, so that the thread is able to resume execution at some later point in time. Other than this, Arachne threads may be created with any number of arguments; 3 There is complete support for recursion, and threads that get suspended, activated or migrated may have arbitrarily deep stacks. Arachne does not limit a thread's stack size at the time of its creation, but instead manages space dynamically. Requests for creation, suspension, migration, etc. can be made in any function that is invoked by a thread, through a chain of arbitrary length. Such chaining is impossible in Ythreads and SimCal.
As indicated in the previous section, Arachne was designed to replace Ariadne in supporting the ParaSol distributed simulator. This substitution enables ParaSol to also run on heterogeneous networked machines. We designed Arachne to support standard functions, as opposed to class methods (as in Java). This is because the ParaSol API provides users with functions (e.g., reserve(), release(), hold()) that are invoked by application-level threads (e.g., transactions, customers). Thread migration is encapsulated within application-level constructs (e.g., reserve()). This enables a user to develop code without resorting to send and receive calls, or keeping track of processor ids. Objects are assigned to di erent processors at the start of program execution, and threads that need to access remote objects consult a local object locator before migrating to a remote host. Since our threads represent functions with state, Arachne has to save and restore the state of these functions. The idea can be extended to include state management of class methods, though this not required by ParaSol. We plan to implement this extension in the next version.
Functionality
Arachne's heterogeneous migration facility is made possible by augmenting the C and C++ programming languages with three new keywords: thread, strand, and call. Our system consists of a code preprocessor, app, which transforms application code from this slightly extended C++ language into \standard" C++. 4 The resulting code is then compiled with a conventional C++ compiler and linked with the Arachne runtime library, libarachne.a. Compiling and linking on each distinct architecture is required. This yields a set of platform-dependent executables for all machines that will participate in a distributed program's execution.
The Arachne preprocessor, its output, and the runtime library all conform to C++. Thus, if a C++ compiler is available on a given architecture, Arachne will run on that architecture. If a communications library supports two distinct platforms that each support Arachne, then Arachne threads can migrate between those platforms.
The Arachne Primitives
Thread operations in Arachne are initiated by invoking any one of the following nine functions, the so-called Arachne primitives.
a create (int *id, void (*func)(void), int prio, ...)
Creates a new thread with priority prio to run the preprocessed function func(). Despite 3 At present, the types are limited to ones that can be handled by the variable argument facility in C/C++: int, long, and double. In the future, we will accept all possible types. the signature, as will be discussed later, func ( Gives control of the CPU to some other ready thread. If none is available, the current thread continues execution. Arachne maintains the invariant that at any time the executing thread has priority higher than or equal to all non-suspended threads in the current process. a yield to (int next id) Gives CPU to thread next id, if it is ready to run, as follows from the Arachne scheduling invariant.
All of these operations represent potential suspension points, namely, places where the currently executing thread may give up the CPU so that another ready thread may execute. But reaching a suspension point does not necessarily mean that a context-switch will occur. The primitive a set prio() is a suspension point, but a context-switch will not occur if the thread lowers some other thread's priority.
Thread and Strand Functions
At any point in a thread's execution, its stack is de ned to consist of the activation records of all functions that it has invoked but not returned from at that particular point. Preserving a thread's stack requires preserving the activation records of all such functions.
Arachne makes a distinction between three kinds of functions: thread functions, strand functions, and \regular" C/C++ functions. A thread function is a function given as the second argument to the a create() primitive|it is the function with which a thread begins its execution. All thread functions are invoked directly by the Arachne runtime scheduler. Thread function de nitions must be preceded by the Arachne keyword thread. This is the rst of three extensions that Arachne introduces to C++.
A function that invokes an Arachne primitive is called a strand function. In addition, a function that invokes a strand function is also called a strand function. Thus, each thread function is a special kind of strand functions|because it can invoke strand functions and Arachne primitives. However, thread functions are di erent from strand functions in that thread functions are recognized by and are invoked by the Arachne scheduler, while strand functions are invoked by threads. Strand function de nitions must be preceded by the keyword strand. This is the second extension of C++.
The above de nitions lead to a few important conclusions. First, an invocation chain must contain exactly one thread function, which is the one that runs immediately after the scheduler. Second, a thread function can invoke both strand and regular functions. Third, strand functions can invoke only strand and regular functions. Finally, regular functions can invoke only regular functions. As a direct result of these conclusions, it follows that a thread may be suspended only if its stack contains one thread and some number (possibly zero) of strand functions. This is true because only thread and strand functions may invoke Arachne primitives, and invoking an Arachne primitive is the only way to cause a thread suspension. This idea is illustrated in Figure 2 . The nal extension to C++ is the keyword call. Due to the limited look-ahead capabilities of our preprocessor, this keyword must be placed in front of every strand function invocation. We realize that this requirement is somewhat cumbersome, and plan to eliminate it in our next release.
Code Transformations The Code Preprocessor
The Arachne preprocessor, called app, consists of a scanner and a parser, and performs syntaxdirected parsing. It does not have a front-or a back-end, and it does not build an intermediate representation of user code. Instead, as soon as a token is matched, the scanner writes it in the preprocessed stream and returns its value to the parser. If there is a need to output manipulated tokens or to insert code in the preprocessed stream, the parser turns the scanner output o , writes the necessary tokens, and then turns scanner output back on.
To develop app, we extended the public C and C++ grammars written by Roskind 17, 18] . Our parser has 115 terminals, 186 non-terminals, 681 grammar rules, and 1290 states.
Context-Switching between Threads
While an Arachne program executes, the scheduler executes the following loop. It examines the contents of the global variable next thread in order to obtain the id of the thread to run next. It then invokes the thread function corresponding to that thread. The thread function may invoke strand and regular functions, and may execute for an arbitrarily long time. Eventually, the thread will either run to completion or will reach a suspension point. In either case, the runtime system determines the next thread to run, and loads this thread's id into the variable next thread. If a thread suspends its execution, all functions on the thread's stack are forced to return control to the function that invoked them. These returns are enforced all the way, until the scheduler is the only function left on the machine runtime stack. If a thread runs to completion, the scheduler automatically obtains control. In either case, the result is that the scheduler runs to the bottom of its iteration loop, to check if Arachne's termination conditions have been met; if so, the system terminates, and if not, the scheduler goes through another iteration.
There is one important detail left unaddressed in the sequence of actions described above. In normal program execution, when a C or C++ function returns from its invocation, the values of its local variables are lost. Thus, if a thread needs to resume its execution after suspending and giving up control of the CPU, it must preserve the states of all functions on its stack|one thread and some number of strand functions. It must do this just before it forces all its functions to return, in preparation for the suspension. In Arachne, we de ne a function's state to consist of the values of all its local variables and the point reached in its execution.
If, at times of context switching, functions were not forced to return, but instead invoked the next thread's thread function, there would be no need of state preservation|the function states would be preserved on the machine stack. But this would cause a machine stack over ow, and will crash the program execution.
Preservation of Local Variables
The app preprocessors is responsible for preserving the states of all thread and strand functions. We explain how this is done in terms of a thread function t1(). While preprocessing t1(), app creates struct t1 ar in the global scope|a data-type, tailored especially to t1(), that contains elds for all of t1()'s local variables and parameters. The code of t1() is then manipulated to access local variables through a pointer to a variable of type struct t1 ar. At runtime, when a thread is created to run t1(), a variable of type struct t1 ar is created (on the heap), and is passed to t1(). This pointer is preserved within the thread table, in the entry corresponding to the thread in question. In this way, since the memory holding the local variables is now in the heap, instead of on the stack, t1()'s local variables are preserved between thread activations. When a thread is destroyed, the memory for the heap structure is returned to the free-store.
In a similar manner, data-types are tailored for all strand functions also. When a strand function s1() is invoked by a thread, memory is allocated for a struct of the type struct s1 ar, and strand s1() is made to access its local variables through a pointer to that structure. The structure's memory is returned to the heap when the strand function completes its execution.
Preserving of Suspension Points
To enable the saving and subsequent restoration of a thread's suspension point, app inserts an integer value called state in each data type that is tailored to a thread or a strand function. Just before each point of suspension in the program text, app inserts a statement to increment the value of state; just after each point of suspension, app inserts a jump label. At the start of each function's code, app inserts a switch statement which directs execution control to a jump label based on the value of state. Given a particular value of state, a jump (via goto) is performed to an appropriate label, thus enabling a thread to resume after suspension.
The invocation of each thread and each strand function is immediately followed by this switch statement. On the very rst invocation of a thread or a strand, state is equal to zero, and no jump occurs. Execution proceeds until the rst suspension point. At this point, the value of state is incremented by one. If a context-switch does occur, the function returns and the scheduler invokes another thread. Later on, when the rst thread is allowed to resume execution, the same function is invoked once again. But now, the switch statement examines state and forces a goto jump to the label lying immediately after the rst suspension point.
An Example
Let us assume that app preprocesses a le called test.C. It will then produce the les test a.C, test a.h, test pack.C, and test unpack.C. To illustrate the manipulations performed by app, let us assume that test.C contains the thread function t1, de ned as shown in Figure 3 . The function t1() is identi ed as a thread function by the keyword thread; the function a migrate() is an Arachne primitive, and s1() is a strand, identi ed by the keyword call. All strand invocations must be preceded by this keyword, or else an error message is generated.
The global structure corresponding to t1() is shown in Figure 4 . This structure and all others (for other thread and strand functions) are written into the le test a.h. struct t1_ar { short state; int i; char ch; unsigned long l; }; Observe that struct t1 ar contains elds for the two local variables, ch and l, one eld for the parameter i, and the ever present eld state. If any preprocessed function happens to contain a local variable named state, app generates an error message.
Thread-and Strand-Function Manipulations
In Figure 5 can be seen the preprocessed version of t1(). This function and all other preprocessed thread and strand functions are placed in the le test a.C.
Although the code manipulations may appear overwhelming at rst glance, they can be grouped into only a few categories:
Removal of the keywords thread or strand. After having served their purpose, which is to trigger preprocessor activation, the keywords thread and strand are deleted from the code before C++ compilation. This also brings the code closer to C/C++ syntax. Removal of all function arguments. To preserve the semantics of parameter passing, thread function parameters must be be evaluated only once, which is at the time of thread creation. Thread parameters are added as elds of the thread's activation record, and their values are de ned when a thread is created. The code for thread creation assigns these values directly to the corresponding elds, leaving the preprocessed thread function free of parameters. Relocation of all local variable declarations from the function body to a global (heap-based) data-structure. Preservation of local variable initializations. If a local variable declaration also contains an initialization (e.g., the variable ch in t1()), the initialization cannot be part of the struct de nition, and so is left in the body of the preprocessed function as a stand-alone statement. Modi cation of access to local variables. In a preprocessed thread or strand function, all accesses to \local" variables become accesses to the corresponding eld of t1 ar. Declaration and setting of the value of a pointer to a thread's or strand's context. A preprocessed thread or strand function has only one local variable|a pointer to the structure holding its (original) local variables. This pointer, ar, is de ned and initialized using the code The value of cur ar is set by the runtime system at the same time as setting next thread.
Insertion of a series of jump labels.
Insertion of a series of statements just before and just after calls to primitives and calls to strands. To prevent the machine stack from over owing, threads and strands should return control to the scheduler during a context-switch. App provides for this by inserting code just after a call to a primitive, forcing a return. Calls to strands are handled in a similar manner, except that there is need for a label just before the strand call (so that the computation can be restarted after the thread is reactivated), and just after the strand call (so that a return is possible in case the strand e ects a context-switch); the strand's context must be set just before its invocation, and reset just after its return, by manipulating cur ar. The routine pushAR() allocates space for a strand context and pushes it onto a stack of activation records that are contained in the runtime thread's context; popAR() pops the top context and frees all memory held by this context. Both pushAR() and popAR() are contained in libarachne.a. Insertion of a switch statement to determine entry points.
Insertion of a call to the primitive a suicide() (only for thread functions). When a thread runs to completion, its context should be freed, and the runtime environment should be updated accordingly. This is only needed for thread functions.
The Runtime Support Subsystem
Arachne provides support for multi-threaded applications on distributed systems of heterogeneous processors. For this, the application must run as a system of distributed (Unix) processes. The Arachne library gives each process the ability to create, destroy, migrate and manipulate threads in any way that suits the application. Arachne relies on a communication library to provide facilities for messaging and distributed process management. This is accomplished through a exible communications interface; the current implementation is interfaced with the PVM library.
In a distributed application that is based on distributed threads, the OS treats Arachne processes as standard user-level processes. This is possible only because a process' thread contexts, heaps, and stacks are maintained within its address space. An application, and hence a process, schedules its own user-space threads.
In an Arachne application, a process may host one or more active threads. At any given time, each active thread is in one of three possible states: current, ready, and suspended. A thread is in the current state if it is currently executing. On a uniprocessor, only one thread may be in this state at any given time; on a multiprocessor with n processors, up to n threads may be in this state at any given time, with each hosted by a process on a distinct processor. Threads that are ready to run if scheduled, but currently await the scheduler's attention, are said to be in a ready state. Threads that are in the suspended state must be subjected to a \resume" operation before they can be placed in the ready state and eventually run.
The Thread-Context Area During a thread's execution and, in particular, when a thread is in the suspended state, its context is located in a special area known as the thread context area (TCA). Therefore, migrating a thread from one host to another is equivalent to transferring its TCA to a receiving process and restarting the thread's computation using this TCA. A graphical representation of a TCA is shown in Figure 6 . The TCA consists of a two structures: a thread record and a thread activation stack. The thread record contains all information that is useful in scheduling a thread|its id, state, priority, and a pointer to its thread function. The size of a thread record is xed; only the contents of the elds prio and state are modi able during its execution. Thread activation stacks are abstractions of machine stacks, and are discussed below. The thread table is the collection of all thread records contained in a single Arachne process. To enhance performance, the thread table is statically allocated during program initialization in the current version of Arachne. As a result, its size imposes a hard limit on the number of threads simultaneously active within a single process.
Thread Migration
We now turn our attention to what is perhaps the most important runtime feature of Arachne, namely, support for e cient thread migration between di erent machine architectures. As shown in Figure 6 , an active thread may be viewed in terms of its activation stack: a doubly-linked list of context wrappers. Each context wrapper contains a pointer to a thread's or strand's activation record, and also a pointer to a function that can pack or unpack this record. The TCA maintains the dynamic thread activation stack for the purpose of context-switching and thread migration. This activation stack is simply Arachne's abstraction of the machine stack. A strand context is added to the end of the doubly-linked list by pushAR() every time a strand is invoked. The strand context is removed by popAR() when the strand runs to completion.
Migrating a thread from one process to another involves four distinct steps: converting a suspended thread's state into a machine-independent representation, sending the representation to a remote machine, receiving and reconstructing the thread's TCA from the machine-independent representation, and nally performing a context-switch to the immigrant thread so that it may resume execution. Each of these steps is explained below.
Machine-Independent TCA Conversion
The context wrappers within a TCA are similar to C++ objects in that they contain data, as well as functions to operate on this data. The primitive a migrate() invokes these functions in the correct order. When invoked, a migrate() performs the following actions in sequence. It initializes the network bu er, packs the thread record (whose elds are well-de ned and xed for all TCAs), traverses the stack of context wrappers and invokes their corresponding packing functions, and nally ags the end of the message by inserting the integer -1. The packing functions are responsible for the conversion of all values into platform-independent formats. Going back to our example in Figure 3 , the preprocessor generates not only the struct t1 ar, but also the two functions t1 pack() and t1 unpack(). These two functions are responsible for packing and unpacking t1()'s activation record before and after migration. These functions make calls to the underlying communications substrate. The packing routines are written into le test pack.C, and the unpacking routines are written into le test unpack.C.
In Figure 7 is shows the code of t1 pack(). The global pointer to the current activation record, cur ar->ar, is de ned to be of type void *, so that it is allowed to point to any activation record. An appropriate type-cast must be applied (the very st line of the function's body) before any data can be correctly retrieved.
We have chosen to convert TCAs from machine-dependent format into machine-independent format and back, instead of directly from one machine format to another. This makes our solution very modular and readily portable to any architecture that supports the independent format External Data Representation (XDR). XDR is readily available on virtually all hardware platforms, and is supported by most popular heterogeneous data-communication libraries (including PVM).
Sending Threads in Messages
After a TCA is converted into a machine-independent form and copied into a bu er, the communications substrate constructs a message containing the TCA and sends the message to a remote machine. For example, with PVM, a single call to pvm send() ships the TCA data to a remote process whose id is speci ed in an argument to a migrate(). Observe that once a thread leaves one process to migrate to another, its TCA should be removed from the sending process, and its corresponding thread record should be freed. Indeed, these are the last actions performed by a migrate(). 
Reconstructing Threads from Messages
In each Arachne process, the communications substrate receives incoming messages from the network and places them in a bu er. How frequently the runtime system retrieves messages from this bu er depends on facilities provided by the communications substrate and the needs of the application. In the prototype implementation, the runtime system checks for incoming thread messages every time a context switch is performed; a newly-arrived message is transformed into a thread and immediately placed on the ready queue. When an incoming thread message is detected, the scheduler invokes a generic \unpacking driver" to process the message. For each such message read from the network bu er, the driver uses the unpacking functions speci ed in the TCA to reconstruct a thread record and activation stack. Because raw function pointers are meaningless across heterogeneous processor boundaries, a special corrective procedure must be used on these. This mechanism is described in Section 6.
A TCA always contains a thread record and at least one context wrapper, i.e., the wrapper belonging to the thread function. The rst eld in a context wrapper, i.e., pu idx, is valid if it contains any non-negative value, and identi es the appropriate unpacking function to be used in unpacking this context. A value of -1 indicates that there are no more contexts present in this TCA (see Figure 6) .
Because all Arachne programs are linked with library libarachne.a and an architecture-speci c version of the communications substrate, packing and unpacking yield all the required functionality. With PVM, for example, when a thread migrates from a machine with architecture A to a machine with architecture B, the packing routines do a conversion from an A-speci c to a machine-independent representation; the unpacking routines reverse the operation, converting the machine-independent representation to a B-speci c representation.
Resuming a New Immigrant Thread
When the current thread invokes an Arachne primitive that requires it to relinquish control of the CPU, the scheduler obtains control. In the absence of asynchronous interrupts, which can enable the system to respond to arriving threads whenever they arrive, the scheduler attempts to processes incoming threads each time it obtains control. If it nds one or more incoming threads, the necessary thread reconstruction work is performed, and the \new" threads are added to the ready queue. Only after this does the scheduler locate the highest priority thread, to give it CPU control. Thus if a \new" thread has a higher priority than the other threads, it will be the next thread to run.
Distributed Termination
In general, detecting termination conditions is di cult, primarily because processes may appear idle even though messages may be in transit. Such messages may potentially reactivate an idle process. Some termination algorithms (see, for example, 3]) assume speci c network topologies. In Arachne, we use an algorithm that is capable of handling any topology|an algorithm that is also used by the Ariadne 15] threads system. This algorithm has proven to be simple and e ective, and exhibits low demands on the network.
In Arachne, a process is either active or inactive. Each thread created by a process is an o spring of that process. A process is said to be active if at least one of its o spring is active (i.e., current, ready, or suspended), or if it currently hosts at least one o spring of another process. If both conditions are false, a process is inactive.
To determine its status, a process maintains an integer num live, which is a count of all its live o spring, and an integer array proc destr, which indicates how many o spring belonging to other processes it has destroyed while it was active. Each time a process changes its status from active to inactive it sends an \annihilation" message|the value of the corresponding element of proc destr|to all other Arachne processes. It also sends a message to a special \controller" process each time it makes a transition from active to inactive, or vice-versa. The controller maintains a count of the number of active processes in the system. When this number becomes zero, the controller sends termination messages to all processes. Upon receipt of such a message, each process performs all necessary cleanup operations and exits.
The above algorithm attempts to limit its use of network bandwidth by sending very small messages, and only at times when a state transition occurs. However, if there are frequent state transitions, even this algorithm can be quite burdensome. We chose to use it because of its simplicity, and because it assumes nothing of the underlying network topology. These are signi cant advantages.
The Challenge of Thread Migration Architecture Dependencies
The biggest challenge to thread migration lies in the transformation of a thread's computational state from a machine of one type to a machine of a completely di erent type. At the very least, this entails devising solutions to the following problems. The runtime stack is machine-dependent; the size of machine words may di er, the representation of the base types may use a di erent number of words, the byte ordering may either be big endian or little endian, and some architectures require that data be aligned on even addresses or some other word-multiple. Conventions for calling functions and handling return values may di er across architectures and operating systems. Besides instruction sets, the number and sizes of CPU registers may also di er across hardware platforms. And nally, compilers on di erent machines may produce di erent code or be capable of yielding di erent levels of optimization.
Arachne solves stack-related problems by preprocessing all thread and strand functions in user code (as described in Section 4). With the help of any one of a number of suitable communication libraries 5 Arachne produces a machine-independent \logical" runtime stack. Just before the system enables a thread to migrate, Arachne encodes its own \local" stack and forces all active thread and strand functions to return. When a migrant thread's context arrives at a remote machine, the Arachne system executing on that machine recreates the thread's stack and invokes the appropriate thread and strand functions. This e ectively solves the problems related to function invocation and parameter passing. All code that Arachne emits is C++, and each machine's compiler is responsible for dealing with the di erent instruction sets, register allocation and optimizations.
Address Space
In homogeneous networked environments, because processes are typically created from the same binaries, function pointers can be assumed to be valid across machine boundaries. But this is not true in heterogeneous network environments, and thus an additional mechanism is required for correcting the values of all function pointers. This is done between the time a thread leaves one machine and the time it resumes execution on a destination machine. The preprocessor app and runtime library libarachne.a work together to solve this problem. App outputs an array of pointers to all thread functions, an array of pointers to all packing functions and another array of pointers to unpacking functions. While compiling and linking on machines with di erent architectures, the correct addresses of all functions are placed in the corresponding elds of these three arrays. The thread record, and thread and strand context-wrappers contain indices of the thread function and the thread and strand packing and unpacking functions. These integer values are precise descriptions of the indices of the necessary functions in the three arrays of pointers. When a thread is initialized, the function index and the function pointers are properly set. When a thread migrates, the runtime environment reassigns the function pointer using the function index. The index is assigned by the preprocessor, and is correct at all times.
Performance Results
We report Arachne's performance as measured on three machines: a Sun Sparc 5 (with a 70 MHz CPU), a Sun Sparc 20 (with four 50 MHz CPUs), and a Silicon Graphics Indigo (with a 132 MHz CPU). We also compare Arachne's performance to the performance of the Pthreads system (version 1.6), the SunOS 5.3 multi-threads system (Sun-MT, a kernel-based system) and the Ariadne threads systems, all operating on the Sun Sparc 20.
Each test was designed to repeat thread or strand operations su ciently often to make the total runtime of the test exceed 60 CPU seconds. For each run, the average time required to execute an operation is obtained by dividing the runtime by the total number of operation invocations. To account for variability, the time required to perform an operation is obtained as an average over ten independent runs. The standard error was found to be insigni cant. We used Unix's clock(3C) facility to measure runtimes. This command has a granularity of one millisecond, and returns the total time that a process spends with the CPU, ignoring context-switches and the execution of other processes.
In Table 1 we show the timings for the following three basic thread operations:
1. Thread creation. This refers only to the creation, and not the execution of a thread. 2. Null thread execution. This refers to the creation, execution and subsequent destruction of a thread whose function contains no user code. 3. Context-switching. This refers to the transfer of control from the current thread to a ready thread. Because the amount of time required for completing a context-switch depends on the depth of the activation chain (i.e., the number of strands invoked by the yielding and target threads), we performed three di erent measurements using zero, one, and two active strands in the yielding thread. We also report execution times for strand operations. The results are presented in Table 2 . Strands possess a mixture of thread and ANSI C++ function properties. In the early stages of system design, we expected strand operations to be inexpensive, and our experiments support the conjecture. The most expensive strand operation involves its very rst invocation, since this invocation requires the creation and initialization of a strand's context. This operation is roughly equivalent to the null thread operation, and the timings for both are close. Because all strand operations involve an extra if-statement, they are a little more expensive than the null thread operation. The least expensive operation by far, and also one with potential for the most frequent use, is the strand invoke operation. The strand destroy operation refers to the deallocation of a strand's context, and each strand is allowed only one invocation of this operation.
Finally, we also report timings for thread migration. As previously discussed, the time required for a thread to migrate depends on the time required for each of several operations: returning control to the scheduler, packing a TCA, sending and receiving the message containing the TCA, Table 3 : Runtimes (in sec) for performing migration.
unpacking the TCA, and reconstructing and nally running the thread. Migration times for threads holding activation records of sizes 12 bytes and 128 bytes can be seen in Table 3 .
As seen in the table, migration times are much larger than the sum of two context-switches and a null thread operation. This is due to the large amount of time required for sending and receiving the message containing the thread's TCA. While it may appear that such overheads o set any advantages due to thread migration, we observe that if a thread requests data located on a di erent processor, equivalent networking overhead will be payed every time such a request is ful lled. That is, if threads are not used, the same amount of information must be sent in a message, and the cost will be almost the same. Observe, however, that when a thread migrates to its data, the messaging cost for repeated data access is payed only once.
To get a rough idea of Arachne-induced preprocessor overheads on user code, we measured the time taken by two di erent programs to compute the sum of all positive integers smaller than 10 7 . One program computed without thread or strand functions and the other program performed the summation within a strand function. The result was an overhead of 61%, due mainly to indirect addressing of local variables in the TCA. We observed similar results for code compiled and linked with level zero, one and level two optimizations.
Conclusions and Future Work
In designing and implementing Arachne, our main goal was a threads system supporting e cient thread migration on heterogeneous networks of machines. To achieve this in a reasonable amount of time we traded complex requirements for exibility and utility. Because of this, the initial implementation lacks certain features. For example, because Arachne does not currently o er built-in synchronization mechanisms, the user must resort to available OS mechanisms. But these may be overly general and not uniform across hardware platforms. Arachne's design does provide for the incorporation of such features, which we plan to implement in the second phase of the e ort. We also intend to provide two mechanisms for obtaining multiple current threads of control on shared-memory multiprocessors. One mechanism is based on a kernel-space threads interface.
The other is based on Ariadne's multiprocess design 15], meant for architectures that do not support kernel-space threads.
Besides providing for a thread migration functionality, we also aimed for a robust and practical implementation. When problems we encountered gave rise to multiple solutions, our applicationoriented motivation and background led us to favor simpler but reasonably complete solutions over more complex but possibly also more elegant ones. We plan on some immediate performance enhancements, such as the inclusion of Ariadne's constant-cost context-switching mechanism, to circumvent Arachne's overheads in deeply nested situations. This will enable Arachne to provide low-context switching overhead, while leaving its powerful heterogeneous-migration framework intact.
We also plan on using our current framework to support object-migration, by building global structs that are speci c to every class de nition. In this way, we can have all user threads inheriting from a Thread superclass. The thread function will then be the run() method of the class, and will take no parameters. All parameters will be members of the class. This will not only result in a cleaner interface, but it will also remove the restriction of only int, float and double thread function arguments (these are currently due to the use of the variable-argument facility in C/C++).
Adding to the above, if me make app build intermediate code representation, the need for changing C/C++ (through adding the three Arachne keywords) will be eliminated. Thread functions can be identi ed easily since they are the run() methods of classes that inherit from class Thread. Strand function de nitions and invocations (the keywords strand and call) can be deduced from looking at function bodies.
We have not attempted to provide support for templates or exceptions since these two features have not been nalized in the C++ language de nition, and di erent compilers handle them in di erent ways or impose di erent restrictions. Templates and exceptions were also not part of the original C++ grammar that we based our work on. We do believe, however, that app's code modi cations do not a ect the correctness of code containing templates and exceptions.
